
Get a name tag, find a seat, get food/drink.



today’s organizers

Rebecca Blakiston, 
Libraries

Zuleima Cota, 
iSchool & 
Libraries

Elyssa Naval,
Office of Digital 
Learning

Ann 
Shivers-McNair, 
Dept of English

Madison Rolley,
User Experience 
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Libraries



Today: UX@UA website
Background & UA Sites partnership

Process from personas to website content

Usability testing activity



Building the UX@UA Website

Why a UX@UA website?

UA sites & web-authoring user experience



UX Process
Empathy map

Thinking broadly 
about what the 
user thinks, says, 
does, or feels



Used empathy map 
to build sketch of 
personas

UX Process
Personas







UX Process
Information Architecture

Used personas to help guide initial architecture of the website.



UX Process
Work with our audience!

Card sort at meetup and 
online using Optimal Sort.

Took that information to 
build website content.



UX Process
Optimal Sort Results



The website is here!



Usability Testing
Now, let’s do some testing!

What is usability testing?
-Method to help you gather feedback from users by 
observing them as they interact with your website or 
product

-Gain valuable insights into how well their needs are 
met or identify areas that need improvement



Usability Testing 
What to test?
-Behavior of your primary audience

How?
-Ask the user to complete a task while you 
observe and encourage them to speak out loud 
regarding their decision-making process



Usability Testing 
Who?
-Facilitator: provides scenarios to see how the user will 
navigate through the content, ask questions about the users 
decisions without leading them into a different direction

-Participant: uses the website/product, encouraged to 
verbalize their thoughts and emotions as they complete the task

-Observer: takes note of the participant behavior while they 
complete the task and feedback they provide



Usability Testing - tips 

Facilitator: stay neutral and don’t lead the witness

Participant: speak aloud; you can’t do anything wrong

Observer: capture navigation paths, pain points



Usability Testing Activity
Today you will be doing quick on-the spot testing

Break into groups of 2 or 3 

Pick roles:
- Facilitator
- Participant
- Observer



Usability Testing Activity
Homepage tour:

What do you think this website is about?

What do you think you can do here?

Without clicking anything, what do you think you might 
you find useful or relevant?



Usability Testing Activity
Example scenarios:

1. Neil the newcomer is new to Tucson and wants to 
meet people interested in UX

2. Rui the regular has attended several meetups and 
has an idea for a presentation that she would like to 
pitch to the group



Findings

-Report on your findings

-What is working & what needs improvement?




